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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Purpose: To examine the effect of a communication intervention package on expressive communication
and visual attention in individuals with Rett syndrome.
Materials and methods: A modified withdrawal (A-B1-A1-B2-A2) single case experimental design with a
direct inter-subject replication across three participants was applied. Three women with Rett syndrome
participated. The study took place over a six-week period and comprised 32 sessions with each participant. All sessions were video recorded. During the intervention the communication partner used aided
language modelling on a gaze-controlled device in combination with using responsive partner strategies.
Expressive communication was assessed as synthesised words per minute and unique synthesised words
per minute. Visual attention was assessed as rate of focused gazes (1 s or longer) in interaction.
Results: An intervention effect was found on the rate of unique words for all participants. The rate of
words increased for two participants when the intervention was introduced but no withdrawal effect
could be seen. An intervention effect on visual attention could be seen for one participant. The intervention appeared to have social validity as reported by caregivers.
Conclusion: Aided language modelling (ALM), while using responsive partner strategies and a gaze-controlled device may be used with adult individuals with Rett syndrome to increase their rate of expressive
communication. Detailed observational measures revealed individual learning patterns, which may provide clinically valuable insights.
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ä IMPLICATIONS FOR REHABILITATION

 Adults with Rett syndrome may benefit from access to gaze-controlled devices in combination with
responsive partner strategies.
 Responsive partner communication may be effective for some individuals with Rett syndrome to
increase their rate of synthesised utterances.
 Rate of focused gazes may be considered as an outcome measure for individuals with oculomotor
difficulties when introducing aided language modelling.

Introduction
Communication comprises several functions, such as obtaining
social closeness, making requests, making comments or providing
information. These functions can be expressed with language or
with non-linguistic communication. In 2014, the American
National Joint Committee for the Communication Needs of
Persons with Severe Disabilities (NJC) presented the revised
Communication Bill of Rights in a paper seeking to provide guidance for service and support to individuals with severe disabilities
[1]. The committee proposed that the aim should be to use a variety of communicative functions and provide a vocabulary that
meets communication needs in several situations. Based on expert

consensus, guidelines for communication in Rett syndrome also
emphasise the value of a robust vocabulary (i.e., vocabulary for a
range of communicative functions, settings and activities) [2].
These guidelines cover numerous aspects of management of communication in Rett syndrome including Augmentative and
Alternative Communication (AAC). Specific techniques that the
experts agreed could be used in interventions included Aided
Language Modelling (ALM), responsive partner strategies, expansions and recasts.
The essential component of ALM is that the partner points at
picture symbols while speaking [3,4]. The aim is to support language development by helping the AAC learner to connect the
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symbol to its meaning. Previous studies of ALM interventions
have included participants with autism and developmental delays.
The results have been positive regarding various aspects of language and communication, such as turn taking, word comprehension and expression, length and complexity of utterances [5–8].
However, few replications have been conducted across studies
and participants, measures and procedures vary between studies.
Research is also still needed to confirm the impact of ALM on
specific diagnostic groups. The majority of the studies of ALM
have included individuals who were able to select target symbols
by pointing at them and several of the participants also used gestures to communicate. To our knowledge, only one individual
who used alternative symbol selection methods has participated
in a study investigating ALM [9]. The ALM studies also often
include other strategies, such as responsive partner strategies,
which may have mediated the outcome to an as yet unknown
extent [3,10].
Responsive partner strategies are considered foundational to
development in several respects, for example as a mediating factor for increased communicative and linguistic development of
children with little or no speech [11–14]. Examples of responsive
partner strategies include providing time for responses, looking
for potential communicative actions and responding accordingly
[15,16]. Expansions and recasts may also be used which means
that the communication partner responds and rewords the AAC
user’s communication at a slightly more complex level aiming at
developing more complex language [17,18].
Earlier research on ALM and responsive partner strategies is
thus limited in terms of participants with significant motor and
communicative disabilities such as Rett syndrome. This is a rare
disorder that affects approximately 1/9000 to 1/10 000 new-born
girls [19,20]. The prevalence for males is not known as the disorder almost exclusively affects females. Diagnostic criteria include
regression in acquired motor skills, spoken words and/or babbling. This regression most commonly occurs between 12 and
18 months of age [21]. A mutation in the MECP2 gene often confirms the diagnosis [22]. Although motor function varies in those
with Rett syndrome, latency, altered muscle tone, stereotypies
and dyspraxia hinder execution and timing of communicative
behaviours [2,23]. Most individuals are non-speaking and only a
small group rely on signs or gestures to communicate [23,24].
Other features of Rett syndrome and co-existing conditions are
also reported to impact communication. These include breathing
difficulties and fatigue or reduced alertness. Seizures are commonly occurring [25].
Eye gaze is the most commonly reported communication form
for individuals with Rett syndrome [24,26] and when communication aids are used, eye gaze is often the most feasible access
option. However, some individuals may experience difficulties
with oculomotor control [2]. Moreover, delay in gaze shifts or
immature patterns have been reported in earlier studies [27,28].
Gaze duration is reported to be shorter and focused gazes less
frequent [29,30]. In a study by Fabio et al. [29], individuals with
Rett syndrome spent more time looking at items that were irrelevant to the task or looking at no specific stimuli at all. They also
had fewer immediate shifts of gaze focus between the partner
and objects. In conclusion, although some individuals with Rett
syndrome show difficulties with controlling their eye gaze, it is
still an important communication form. It is also an important
means to access communication aids as soon as fine motor difficulties limit the variety and complexity of their communication [2].

Eye-gaze technology allows individuals to control a computer
through the eye gaze. The gaze-controlled device tracks the
movement of the user’s eyes through infra-red cameras. The user
can activate an item on the screen by fixating their eyes for a
pre-set time on an item (i.e., dwell time). The dwell time must be
short enough for the user to be able to hold the fixation to activate the button, yet long enough to not accidentally activate a
button [31]. The gaze-controlled device is calibrated for each
user’s eyes. For the eye-gaze technology to function properly, the
eyes need to be positioned approximately 60 cm from the device.
Previous research shows that gaze-controlled devices can
enable assessments of cognitive skills in individuals with Rett
syndrome [32,33]. In two survey studies, parents and speech language pathologists (SLPs) reported positive experiences of gazecontrolled devices as a means of communicating for individuals
with Rett syndrome [34,35]. Vessoyan et al. [36] reported a series
of case studies including four girls with Rett syndrome that aimed
to explore how the participants used eye-tracking technology for
communication purposes. The outcome measure was Goal
Attainment Scaling (GAS) [37] which was also used as a component of the intervention. The strategies used to reach the goals
were only loosely described but responsive partner strategies
were given as examples. Although the design did not allow for
any firm conclusion, three of the four participants achieved a minimal clinically important difference. The intervention appeared to
have social validity, i.e., it was socially important and appropriate,
which is an important aspect of any support provided [38].
There is clinical consensus on a range of practices and on
developing a wider range of communicative functions for individuals with Rett syndrome [2]. The evidence for one of these practices, i.e., ALM, is promising in terms of improving communication
skills in individuals with developmental disabilities [3]. However,
research is still needed to evaluate if ALM is effective for individuals with Rett syndrome. Moreover, few of the published studies
included adults.
The aim of this study was to examine the effect of a communication intervention package on expressive communication and
visual attention in individuals diagnosed with Rett syndrome.
More specifically, the aims were to examine the effect of Aided
Language Modelling (ALM) whilst using responsive partner strategies and a gaze-controlled device, on the participants’ rate of
synthesised words per minute, unique synthesised words per
minute and visual attention.

Methods
This study complied with the Single-Case Reporting guideline In
BEhavioural interventions (SCRIBE) [39].
Research design
A modified withdrawal single case experimental design (A-B1-A1B2-A2) was used with a direct inter-subject replication for three
participants (see Figure 1).
In total, 32 sessions were conducted with each participant and
the interventionist over a six-week period. To minimise disruption
on everyday life (including travel time) the participants attended
two sessions on each study day. For practical reasons, each phase
involved a pre-set number of sessions. The baseline phase (A) was
comprised of six sessions, the withdrawal phases (A1 and A2) were
comprised of five sessions while each intervention phase (B1 and
B2) were comprised of eight sessions. The sessions lasted

COMMUNICATION INTERVENTION RETT SYNDROME

A
B1
A1
B2
A2

3

• 6 sessions
• Responsive partner strategies
• Gaze-controlled device, default dwell time

•
•
•
•

8 sessions
Aided language modeling (ALM)
Responsive partner strategies
Gaze-controlled device, individually set dwell time

• 5 sessions
• Responsive partner strategies
• Gaze-controlled device, individually set dwell time

•8 sessions
•Aided language modeling (ALM)
•Responsive partner strategies
•Gaze-controlled device, individually set dwell time

• 5 sessions
• Responsive partner strategies
• Gaze-controlled device, individually dwell time

Figure 1. Study phases. See Intervention section for details.
Table 1. Participant characteristics.
Diana
Age
Seizures
Antiepileptic medication
MECP2 mutation
Ambulatory statusa
Hand functionb
Yes/no signal
Current aided AAC

31 years
A few seizures per month
Yes
Identified
Level IV
Level 1
Blink/move head to side
Photos, objects, low tech
communication book, gazecontrolled device

Karen

Sarah

27 years
No seizures
Yes
Not tested
Level IV
Level 1
Symbols for yes/no
Gaze-controlled device

29
Daily seizures
Yes
Identified
Level III
Level 6
Symbols for yes/no
Photos, small set of abstract symbols,
gaze-controlled device

a
The Modified Hoffer Scale (Vogel et al., [40]) was used to assess ambulatory status. Level IV ¼ Non ambulant/stander. The person needs a wheelchair for all daily
mobility activities but is able to stand. The person is capable of standing on the floor with or without physical assistance or in a standing frame. Level
III ¼ Therapeutic ambulator. The person walks with therapists or parents in the home or at school/day centre. The gait is not functional.
b
The Rett Syndrome Hand Function Scale (Downs et al., [41]) was used to assess hand function. Level 1¼ no grasping ability present, Level 6 ¼ Able to grasp, pick
up, and hold at least one large object >2 s AND use the radial side of the hand to grasp, pick up, and hold a small object >2 s. Can be a scissors, inferior pincher
or superior pincer grasp.

between 15–41 min and data from the whole session was
included in the analysis (see Procedures).
Participants
Three women diagnosed with Rett syndrome participated in the
study. They were recruited through the national family association
in conjunction with a centre that specialises in the diagnosis.
Convenience sampling was used i.e., only women living within
one hour’s travel of the study site were included. Inclusion criteria
were a) 18 years of age or above, b) reported to have functional
vision and hearing based on caregiver reports, c) no daily use of a
gaze-controlled device for communicative purposes, d) not communicating through speech, e) having an interest in social interaction, and f) demonstrating at least some interest in computer or
tablet computer screens as reported by caregivers. All participants

were dependent on assistance for most of their daily activities.
Pseudonyms have been used throughout to protect participant
confidentiality. The study included adult participants mainly for
methodological reasons as adults are less likely to have other
ongoing interventions e.g., from school.
Participant assessments
Ambulatory status was assessed by an external physiotherapist
based on caregiver reports using the Modified Hoffer Scale [40]
(Table 1). The scale’s five levels of ambulatory status range from
Community ambulators (level I) to Non-Ambulant (level V). Fine
motor skills were assessed by an external occupational therapist
based on caregiver reports and video observation (Table 1). The
levels of the Rett Syndrome Hand Function Scale [41] range from
No grasping ability present (level 1) to Able to pick up small
objects using a precise pincer grip and to transfer objects from
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one hand to the other (level 8). The Communication Matrix
[42,43] based on caregiver reports was used to obtain an overview assessment of the participants’ communicative skills before
the study. Seven levels of expressive communication behaviour
are described for nine communicative functions. The seven levels
are: (I) pre-intentional behaviour, (II) intentional behaviour, (III)
unconventional pre-symbolic communication, (IV) conventional
pre-symbolic communication, (V) concrete symbols, (VI) abstract
symbols and (VII) language.
Prior to the study, the caregiver described the signs they were
interpreting to estimate whether the participant’s general health
was “better than usual”, “as usual”, or “worse than usual”. Before
the first session each study day, the caregiver used a form in
which these participant-specific descriptions were used as operationalisations to rate whether the general health of the participant
was “better than usual”, “as usual” or “worse than usual”. The participants’ communication and signs of different general health status are described below. For a detailed description of participant
characteristics, see Table 1.
Diana
Diana, 31 years old, used body movements, sounds and facial
expressions to refuse objects and actions and sometimes used
sounds to draw attention to herself. Her most common communication form was to look at objects and persons in order to
request more actions, objects and attention, as well as to choose.
She also looked back and forth between an object and person to
draw attention to something. She used a yes/no signal (blinking/
moving head to the side) relatively consistently, although the signals could be difficult for non-familiar communication partners to
interpret. She also used photos, objects or abstract symbols to
request or choose objects and actions that were absent.
Moreover, photos, objects or abstract symbols were sometimes
used to label things or people and to comment. Diana had been
exposed to a low-tech communication book and aided language
modelling for about three years before the beginning of the
study. She had also been using a gaze-controlled device, mainly
for games for a couple of years by the time of the study.
However, she was dependent on her communication partners to
provide access to relevant symbols and did not use her device to
communicate on a daily basis. When her general health was
“better than usual” she was described as responding quickly,
being alert and able to concentrate. When it was “as usual” she
was described as being interested but needing more time to
respond. Finally when her general health was “worse than usual”
she was described as being tired, not being able to participate,
hyperventilating, turning her eyes to the ceiling or closing her
eyes more often, and that her eyelids dropped. She suffered from
exotropia, i.e., one or both eyes are turned outward, and was
reported to switch between her eyes when looking at objects.
Karen
Karen, 27 years old, used facial expressions and body movements
to refuse objects and actions, albeit rarely. Her most common
communication form was to look at objects and persons to
request more of an action, objects or attention, as well as to
choose. She looked at symbols for yes/no, which was more pronounced in familiar situations. She requested or chose objects
and actions that were absent and sometimes named things, people or activities through photos, objects or some abstract symbols. She had intermittently been exposed to low-tech
communication boards and cards but did not have any specific
low-tech system. She had a gaze-controlled device which she

mostly used for games, although it also contained a symbol and
photo-based application that was mainly used to talk about people and to discuss her daily schedule. She was dependent on her
communication partners to provide access to relevant symbols
and did not use her device on a daily basis. When her general
health was “better than usual” she was described as being alert,
using her gaze actively, and laughing a lot. When “as usual” she
was described as being quiet and looking at what was going on
around her, and as being interested in events in the environment.
When her state was “worse than usual” she made a specific sound
and did not pay attention to events in her environment. In particular when she was low on energy, it was difficult for her to
stay awake and she easily fell asleep when “nothing was going
on”. She was observed during the sessions as having a distinct
gaze and quick gaze shifts.
Sarah
Sarah, 29 years old, used body movements, simple hand gestures
(pushing away), sounds and facial expressions to refuse or request
present objects and ongoing actions. She sometimes used sounds
to draw attention to herself. She used photos and a few abstract
symbols for choice making and, in a few situations when asked,
chose from two symbols to comment. She inconsistently and very
rarely used spoken words. She looked at symbols for yes/no,
although inconsistently and less often in unfamiliar situations and
environments. A couple of years before the study, she received a
gaze-controlled device that she used for playing games and for
choice making. In her “as usual” general health state she was
described as having quick mood swings and quickly becoming
dissatisfied. When “better than usual” she was described as being
alert, happy, curious and in a stable mood, and when “worse than
usual” (often after a seizure) she was described as being tired,
very dissatisfied or only satisfied when resting.
Setting
All sessions took place at a specialist centre for assistive technology and AAC. The participants and the interventionist (i.e., communication partner) sat at a table in a room with few competing
stimuli. One person, familiar with the participant, was present in
the room but was instructed not to take part in the interaction.
Measures
Rate of synthesised words per minute
To assess the rate of synthesised words, the words that the participants expressed using the gaze-controlled device in each session
were counted. When a word was repeated within four seconds,
without gaze shifts in between, it was classified as a repetition
and not included. The coding was performed from the videorecorded session, and the words spoken with the gaze-controlled
device were noted in a table along with the time point at which
the synthesised message was finished with a precision of a hundredth of a second. Finally, the total rate was divided by the
minutes of the session.
Rate of unique synthesised words per minute
The rate of the unique synthesised words was assessed by counting the number of unique words from the table of words
described above during each session. Finally, the total rate was
divided by the minutes of the session.
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Visual attention
To assess visual attention, the rate of focused gazes was recorded
using Assessment of Visual Attention in Interaction (AVAI) [44].
This tool was specifically developed to assess visual attention in
individuals with Rett syndrome when using AAC with a communication partner during interactions in clinical settings. Focused
gazes are operationalised in AVAI as gaze fixations that last for
one second or longer. In a previous study, the tool had acceptable reliability (j ¼ 0.79–0.86) [37,44]. The coding of the videorecorded sessions in the present study was carried out using
video editing software (described below). Identification of gaze
shifts was carried out by placing a marker at each onset of the
target action on the timeline in the software. For each marker, a
notation of the gaze focus was made. As soon as the gaze was
shifted from the communication partner, an object or the symbol
set, a marker was placed with the notation: “gaze without any
specific focus”. Once the coding was complete, the markers and
notations for each clip were exported into a spreadsheet showing
when the marker was placed (minutes, seconds, hundredths of a
second) and the categorisation of gaze focus. A total visual attention score consisting of a rate per minute of all focused gaze
types was used as a dependent measure in the current study.
Equipment
A set of vocabulary was used that was specifically designed for
the study. The vocabulary consisted of pages with core words
such as “more”, “finished” and “I”, pages for comments such as
“good”, “fantastic” and “boring”, and activity specific pages. Each
page consisted of 15 Picture Communication Symbols (PCS)1
including buttons for navigating to other pages. The vocabulary
was programmed in a gaze-controlled device (Tobii I12þ2) and
the communication software used was Communicator 53.
For the activities during the sessions, games, books that are
regularly used during assessments, as well as the participants’
own books and games, were used. A tablet computer (iPadTM)
with game apps, music and video clips was also used during the
sessions. The material was chosen according to the participant’s
reported interests as well as what they showed special interest in
during the sessions.
A Panasonic HCx9201TM video camera was used for video
recording of the setting (i.e., the table, participant and interventionist) during data collection and a Sony HC22ETM camera was
used for video recording the screen of the gaze-controlled device.
The coding of the recorded interactions was carried out using the
video editing software Adobe Premiere Pro CC3TM.
Interventions
The overall study phases are presented in Figure 1. The interventionist was an AAC educational specialist with many years of training and experience in responsive partner strategies and aided
language modelling (ALM). The person had extensive experience
of working with individuals who use AAC to communicate and
was not part of the research team. The same person acted as
interventionist with all three participants.
Baseline phase
All sessions including the baseline phase (A) comprised of interaction in motivating activities. Responsive partner strategies [15]
were used (including pacing the communication, giving space to
communicate, attending to and confirming the participants’
expressions in any modality) in all five phases. Responsive partner
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strategies are considered foundational for AAC-supported interaction and it was considered unethical to omit responsive partner
strategies in any of the phases. The gaze-controlled device was
placed within the participant’s field of vision, slightly to the side
and accessible to the participant. Track status was used to check
that the participant’s eyes could be tracked accurately by the
gaze-controlled device before each session and when considered
necessary during sessions. The dwell time (the length of time the
user needs to focus his/her gaze to activate a choice on the
screen) was set at 1 s. This dwell time was estimated to ensure
that the symbols would not be activated accidentally but that the
buttons would be able to activate for the participants.
Intervention phases
In the intervention phases (B1 and B2), the interventionist used
aided language modelling (ALM) i.e., pointed at symbols on the
computer screen approximately twice each minute while speaking. There were no specific target words. The interventionist was
instructed to use the activity pages corresponding to the current
activity, and to navigate to other pages when appropriate for the
conversation, a minimum of five times per session. In addition, an
individually adjusted dwell time was introduced in the first intervention phase. The dwell time for each individual was estimated
during a session before the baseline (see Procedures). An individualised dwell time was chosen to ensure that the symbols could
be selected with little effort from each participant.
Withdrawal phases
In the modified withdrawal phases (A1 and A2), ALM was not used
but responsive partner strategies and an individualised dwell time
were still kept. It was deemed that withdrawal of the individually
set dwell time would possibly cause frustration and it was therefore not considered to comply with the ethical regulation.
Procedure
Before the baseline session (A), the primary investigator met the
participants in their homes. A calibration of the gaze-controlled
device was made. A training page-set was used to ensure that
the participants could access all buttons on the screen and to
estimate the individualised dwell time. On the same occasion, a
caregiver was interviewed to obtain information about participant’s characteristics, i.e., day-to-day communication using the
Communication Matrix [43], and signs of different levels of general health status as described earlier. After the last session, the
primary investigator informally interviewed the caregivers and
carers present at the intervention to explore social validity. The
open questions covered their general impression of the intervention and whether they noticed any differences at home that they
related to participating in the study. The answers were noted
in writing.
The data collection took place over approximately 30 days for
each participant. For practical reasons there was a ten-day break
for each participant. Two sessions per day were conducted and
between the sessions, the participants and their caretakers were
encouraged to engage in any preferred restorative activity, such
as going for a walk. Each session was recorded with two video
cameras, see Equipment, above. The recording started as soon as
the participant and interventionist were seated, and ended when
the activities were terminated. Each session lasted 20–30 min. The
length of the session depended on the interest of the participant
as judged by the interventionist. A minimum of 20 min was set
which was considered to provide the participants with enough
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Table 2. Tau-U across all phases and Tau-U comparing phase A and B1.
Participants
Diana
Karen
Sarah

a

Dependent measure
Words
Unique words
Focused gazes
Words
Unique words
Focused gazes
Words
Unique words
Focused gazes

Tau-Ua
0.49
0.74
0.74
0.25
0.69
0.07
0.21
0.68
0.26

Pa
.01
.0001
.0002
.3
.001
.7
.3
.0007
.2

CIa (85%)
0.206< >0.764
0.4581< >1
0.4408< >0.9985
0.0987< >0.5904
0.3871< >0.9868
0.2366< >0.3831
0.0787< >0.4943
0.3909< >0.9639
0.0305< >0.5481

Tau-Ub
0.65
0.85
0.88
1
0.77
0.62
0.21
0.88
0.36

Pb
.05
.008
.007
.04
.02
.06
.5
.007
.3

CIb (85%)
0.181< >1
0.389< >1
0.410< >1
0.311< >1
0.306< >1
1< >0.139
0.256< >0.673
0.410< >1
0.837< >0.123

Across all phases and bcomparing phase A and B1. Benchmarks for effectiveness: small <.20; moderate .21–.60; large .61–.80; very large >.80.

time to become engaged and communicate, given possible fluctuations in alertness, latency and dyspraxia. Once the participant
showed little interest after 20 min had passed, the interventionist
ended the session.
Inter-rater reliability
The primary investigator coded all the video-recorded sessions.
Inter-rater agreement (IRA) was calculated for 22% of the clips
(N ¼ 21). The video clips were selected through stratified random
sampling (selected from each participant and study phase). The
video clips were coded in a random order by an external coder
with experience of assessing individuals with motor and communication disabilities. The external coder had no information about
which phase the clips were selected from.

Results
Graphs for all the three outcome measures throughout the phases
for the participants are shown in Figures 2–10. Most trends are
variable, and all participants show a pattern of rates that varies
every two sessions. Calculations for assessing data variability,
trend directions and level changes throughout the phases and
per participant [45] can be found in Supplement 1. Tau-U data
are presented in Table 2. For all participants, there were occasions
when the eye-gaze technology did not seem to work optimally,
despite acceptable calibrations and the use of track status to
check that the device was positioned well. This appeared to be
frustrating for the participants. Otherwise, no adverse events were
reported related to participation in the study.
Diana

Ethical approval
This study obtained ethical approval from the Regional Ethical
Review Board (Dnr 2018/079) and ethical regulations and guidelines complied with Swedish law. The caregivers and the interventionist were instructed to be attentive to any displays of
discomfort inflicted by the situation. In such cases, the activity
was changed, or the session would be terminated. The participants’ guardians were given written information about the confidentiality of the study and gave their written informed consent
on behalf of the participants. The guardians were informed that
they were free to withdraw on behalf of the participants at any
stage without any adverse consequences.

Statistical analyses
The rate of synthesised words and the rate of unique synthesised
words for each session were converted into a rate per minute and
the rate of focused gazes was calculated by adding all focused
gazes on the communication partner, an object and the symbol
set (i.e., the gaze-controlled device). The results were plotted on a
graph and visually analysed for trend levels and variability within
and across phases following the procedure outlined in Lane and
Gast [45]. Effect size was calculated using Tau-U since this method
controls for positive baseline trends [46] which were present in
several of the baseline phases. A Tau-U score of 0–0.20 is considered to indicate a small effect, 0.21–0.60 is considered a moderate
effect and 0.61–1.0 is considered a large effect [47].
Kappa was used to assess IRA for synthesised words and
unique synthesised words and IntraClass Correlation (ICC) was
used to assess IRA for visual attention. A 2-way mixed model, single rater and absolute agreement ICC was used [48]. The calculator available on the website single-caseresearch.org was used to
calculate Tau-U scores. SPSS version 25.0 was used for all
IRA analyses.

Rate of synthesised words per minute
The baseline was variable and had an accelerating trend. There
was a large intervention effect from the baseline (A) to Phase B1.
No effect from ALM alone could be seen between A1 and B2. The
rate then decreased from the intervention Phase B2 to Phase A2
when ALM was not used, thus indicating a large withdrawal
effect. There was a moderate intervention effect in all phases.
(See Figure 2).
Rate of unique synthesised words per minute
The baseline (A) was variable and had an accelerating trend. The
rate of unique synthesised words increased from the baseline
phase to Phase B1 when ALM and an individualised dwell time
were introduced. Visual inspection did not reveal a clear withdrawal effect when ALM was not used in Phase A1. However,
there was a moderate effect when ALM was re-introduced in
Phase B2 and the rate decreased in Phase A2 when ALM was not
used, thus indicating that there was a withdrawal effect. The overall effect size was large (See Figure 3).
Rate of focused gazes
The baseline was stable and flat. The rate of focused gazes
increased when ALM and an individualised dwell time were introduced in Phase B1 and decreased in Phase A1 when ALM was not
used. When ALM was re-introduced, there was a moderate intervention effect and in the last phase when ALM was not used the
rate decreased, demonstrating that there was an effect from ALM
on Diana’s rate of focused gazes. The overall effect size was large
(See Figure 4).
Additional results
Diana’s general health was rated to be “as usual” prior to 30 of
the sessions and “worse than usual” prior to two of the sessions.
Her general health or the ten-day break was not reflected in the
rate of the dependent measures. The dwell time was set at 770
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Figure 2. Synthesised words per minute expressed by Diana. Between session 16 and 17 there was a ten-day break. The dotted line ¼ median score.

Figure 3. Unique synthesised words per minute expressed by Diana. Between session 16 and 17 there was a ten-day break. The dotted line ¼ median score.

milliseconds for the first four intervention sessions and at 500
milliseconds for the remaining sessions. The dwell time was
decreased because at times she appeared to fixate on symbols on
the screen without being able to activate the symbol button. In
the interview after the last baseline session, the caregiver’s

perception was that the carers who were present during the sessions subsequently used the gaze-controlled device more often at
home and that they had learnt how to support aided communication better by observing the sessions. The family and carers
appreciated that Diana’s aided expressive communication had
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Figure 4. Rate of Diana’s focused gazes. Between session 16 and 17 there was a ten-day break. The dotted line ¼ median score.

Figure 5. Synthesised words per minute expressed by Karen. Between session 16 and 17 there was a ten-day break. The dotted line ¼ median score.
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Figure 6. Unique synthesised words per minute expressed by Karen. Between session 16 and 17 there was a ten-day break. The dotted line ¼ median score.

increased. Diana, who was present during part of the informal
interview, used her gaze-controlled device to initiate a request for
more symbols.
Karen
Rate of synthesised words per minute
The baseline (A) was variable and had an accelerating trend.
There was a large effect from ALM and an individualised dwell
time. No withdrawal effect could be seen in Phase A1 when ALM
was not used. The rate of aided words per minute increased even
further in the second intervention phase when ALM was used and
in the last phase when it was not. There was no reversal effect
and no effect from ALM alone on Karen’s rate of aided words per
minute. The overall effect size was moderate (See Figure 5).
Rate of unique synthesised words per minute
The baseline was variable and had an accelerating trend. There
was a large effect when ALM and an individualised dwell time
were introduced. There was no clear withdrawal effect in Phase
A1 when ALM was not used. However, the rate increased (TauU ¼ 0.50) when ALM was re-introduced again in Phase B2 and
decreased in Phase A2 when ALM was not used. This therefore
indicated that there was an effect from ALM. The overall effect
size was large (See Figure 6).
Rate of focused gazes
The baseline (A) was stable with a decelerating trend. The rate
decreased, contrary to the expected direction, when ALM and an
individualised dwell time were introduced in Phase B1. There was

no difference between B1 and A1, hence no withdrawal effect
could be shown. The rate increased when ALM was re-introduced
in Phase B2 and decreased when ALM was not used in Phase A2.
However, none of the changes were significant (at the .05 level).
The overall effect size was small (See Figure 7).
Additional results
Karen’s general health was rated to be “better than usual” prior
to 26 of the sessions, “as usual” prior to four sessions and “worse
than usual” prior to two sessions. Due to technical errors, three
datapoints are missing for Karen (one from Phase A1 and two
from Phase B2). Two of these sessions occurred when Karen’s
general health was worse than usual. The dwell time was set at
800 milliseconds for the first intervention session and then
remained the same throughout the study. In the informal interview after the intervention, the caregiver reported that Karen generally was more alert. She did not fall asleep as often and she
generally used her gaze more actively. The caregiver reported
that they had also learnt to support the aided communication
better by observing the sessions, for example by using responsive
partner strategies. Both the caregiver and the carers where Karen
lived also used the gaze-controlled device more often in conversations with Karen.
Sarah
Rate of synthesised words per minute
The baseline (A) trend was stable and had a decelerating trend.
There was no intervention effect and Figure 8 displays a pattern
of high rates during the first two phases and then a quick
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Figure 7. Rate of Karen’s focused gazes. Between session 16 and 17 there was a ten-day break. The dotted line ¼ median score.

Figure 8. Synthesised words per minute expressed by Sarah. Between session 10 and 11 there was a ten-day break. The dotted line ¼ median score.
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Figure 9. Unique synthesised words per minute expressed by Sarah. Between session 10 and 11 there was a ten-day break. The dotted line ¼ median score.

decrease during Phase A1. This level remained for the last three
phases. The overall effect size was moderate (See Figure 8).
Rate of unique synthesised words per minute
The baseline (A) was variable and had an accelerating trend. ALM
and an individualised dwell time in combination (B1) influenced
Sarah’s rate of different synthesised words per minute. The rate
increased in Phase B1 (Tau-U ¼ 0.88) and a withdrawal effect was
demonstrated in Phase A1 and A2 when ALM was not used. The
overall effect size was large (See Figure 9).
Rate of focused gazes
The baseline (A) was variable and had an accelerating trend.
There was no effect on visual attention when ALM and an individualised dwell time were introduced. A small difference in median
levels were seen with slightly higher rates during Phase B2 when
ALM was used, compared with the adjacent phases when ALM
was not used. The overall effect size was moderate (See
Figure 10).
Additional results
Sarah could sometimes use her hands to point at the communication symbols and reject or reach for objects. Sarah’s general
health was rated to be “better than usual” prior to 20 sessions,
“as usual” prior to nine sessions and “worse than usual” prior to
two sessions. Her general health did not correspond to the rate of
the dependent measures. Due to illness, Sarah’s participation was
delayed and only four sessions were completed during Phase A2.
The dwell time was set at 800 milliseconds for the first intervention session and then remained the same throughout the study.

In the informal interview after the last session, Sarah’s caregiver
stated that Sarah had been in a very good mood during the study
days.

Treatment fidelity
The Responsive Augmentative and Alternative Communication
Style Scale (RAACS) Version 3 [15], originally developed for assessing parents’ communicative styles with children with communication difficulties, was used to assess the interventionist’s
responsiveness as a measure of treatment integrity. The coding
procedure is described in more detail in a different publication
[49]. Based on earlier studies of responsivity, a threshold was set
at a score of 15. The interventionist’s RAACS score was above this
pre-set threshold in all 96 sessions.
To check the rate of ALM (twice per minute), all the interventionist’s aided language models were transcribed and the rate per
minute for each session was calculated. The average rate was 2.26
models per minute during the intervention sessions (range ¼
1.06–3.13). In 25% of the intervention sessions the rate of ALM
did not reach two models per minute, for example when the participant used the gaze-controlled device frequently. For the following events, the instructions were not adhered to: in two
withdrawal sessions the interventionist pointed at the screen
once by mistake. In one withdrawal session when the participant
showed signs of discomfort, the interventionist navigated to a
page with vocabulary for expressing wants and needs.
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Figure 10. Rate of Sarah’s focused gazes. Between session 10 and 11 there was a ten-day break. The dotted line ¼ median score.

Inter-rater agreement (IRA)
Agreement between the two coders for synthesised words was j
¼ .91, (p < .001) and for unique synthesised words it was j ¼
.99, p < .001 which can be interpreted as almost perfect agreement. Regarding visual attention, the ICC for the partner was .78,
p < .001, 95% CI [.74, .82], for objects .90, p < .001, 95% CI [.87,
.91], and for symbols .88, p < .001, 95% CI [.86, .90]. The ICC values thus indicate good reliability.

Discussion
The current study aimed to examine the effect of a communication intervention package on expressive communication and visual attention in individuals diagnosed with Rett syndrome. The
results were mixed in that they did not show a clear intervention
effect in all dependent variables, i.e., rate of synthesised words,
rate of unique synthesised words and visual attention (rate of
focused gazes) in all three participants. However, all three participants increased their rate of expressive communication in at least
one aspect. Individual learning patterns were revealed through
the detailed measures, which may provide clinically valuable insights.
Rate of synthesised words per minute
For Karen and Diana, the individual dwell time in combination
with ALM had a large effect on the rate of words in B1 compared
to the baseline. Chen et al. [31] emphasise the importance of
monitoring the dwell time and recommend a dwell time of as

short as 0.5 s. The individualised dwell time thus enabled Karen
and Diana to access the computer. The lack of stable withdrawal
effects for Diana and Karen may reflect that their behaviour repertoire was expanded and generalised and therefore not highly sensitive to the withdrawal of ALM. Responsive partner strategies and
access to the gaze-controlled device alone seemed to be effective
for increasing the rate of synthesised utterances.
For Sarah, the intervention did not have any effect at all on
the rate of synthesised words. This may be explained by her communicative profile. She had a larger repertoire of unaided communicative forms, such as reaching towards objects to request, and
did not communicate to provide and seek information including
commenting, according to the Communication Matrix assessment
[42,43]. A large part of the interventionist’s responses to Sarah’s
synthesised utterances were comments or were otherwise information-based. These responses were potentially not effective
enough to keep the rate at a higher level throughout the phases.
Sarah was also able to request and reject present objects and
activities through body movements and hand gestures and may
have preferred that mode.
Rate of unique synthesised words per minute
ALM had an effect on the rate of unique synthesised words, i.e.,
the variation of synthesised expressions, for all participants. ALM
included the interventionist navigating to new pages. Even
though the participants sometimes spontaneously navigated to
new pages, ALM provided more page turns which provided them
access to a more varied vocabulary, and may also have drawn
attention to new symbols that were relevant for the activity or
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topic. A larger variation of utterances that the communication
partner can recast, expand and map meaning to potentially
results in a more linguistically stimulating environment [17].
Visual attention
The intervention had a large effect on Diana’s rate of focused
gazes but no effect on the other two participants’ visual attention.
One possible explanation is that the outcome measure is more
sensitive for individuals that have difficulties to shift gaze focus.
Diana had more difficulties with eye motor control than the other
participants, partly due to exotropia. In a pilot study including a
small group of women diagnosed with Rett syndrome, the rate of
focused gazes was higher when the communication partner used
aided language modelling [44]. Although the results from these
two studies can not be generalised due to small groups, it may
be important to assess and evaluate visual attention when introducing aided communication.
General discussion
Using the gaze-controlled device may in itself be reinforcing, and
responsive partner strategies may also reinforce any communicative attempt. This could explain the lack of withdrawal effect
when ALM was not used. For ethical reasons, it was not deemed
to be feasible to withdraw either the responsive partner strategies
or the individualised dwell time. Within the design of the current
study, it was not possible to establish the degree to which ALM
alone, or ALM and the individualised dwell time combined, contributed to the increased rate of synthesised communication.
Although not measured systematically, the participants
appeared to be frustrated when the gaze control did not work
well. Access to symbolic communication and responsive partner
strategies may increase potential communicative behaviours and
thus increase active participation in conversations. Previous
research indicates that ALM has an impact on language acquisition [6,50]. However, this was not a focus in the current study.
The detailed assessment revealed information about individual
variations that could be of clinical value. The phase-trend patterns
varied between the participants and for Diana and Karen, whose
rates of words increased across both intervention phases, it would
have been of interest to further examine specific functions and
linguistic goals. For Sarah, it may be of interest to assess more
thoroughly the communication partner responses that would
influence her aided communication.
To hold social validity, the goals of an intervention should
have social significance, the procedures should be socially appropriate, and the effects of the intervention should be socially
important [38]. Although social validity was not included in the
aims of this study and data pertaining to it was not collected in a
structured way, the responses in the informal interview indicate
that the intervention and the procedures were appreciated by the
caregivers and carers. They also perceived that the sessions were
appreciated by the participants. The reports that the carers used
the eye-gaze device for communication purposes more often after
the study, and perceived that they had learnt to support aided
communication
better,
are
important
for
long-term
implementation.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first experimental
intervention study of aided language modelling (ALM) for adults
with Rett syndrome. The intervention was the same for all three
participants and the training period relatively short. Although
there are limitations (discussed below), all three participants
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increased their rate of at least one of the targeted outcome areas.
This highlights the potential for positive communication development even for adults and thus the need for intervention for adults
with Rett syndrome. It would be valuable to conduct further studies which span over an even longer time-period, and also include
teaching and training for the primary communication partners in
responsive strategies and ALM. It would also be important to
learn more about responsive communication partner strategies as
these strategies are combined with the use of ALM in several
studies, including this study. Finally, it would be of interest to
study whether synthesised communication increases the rate of
the communication partner’s responses.
Limitations
A number of limitations should be considered when interpreting
the results of this study. Data was highly variable, and the results
fluctuated between the first and second sessions of the day.
Potential explanations for this are that it is tiring to use gaze-controlled devices [51,52] and performance is generally highly variable in individuals with Rett syndrome [2]. Information on the
general health status of the day was gathered, however this was
not for each session, which would have been useful.
The variability in phase trends indicates that each phase could
possibly be longer to reach stability. However, it should also be
considered that longer study phases may also cause strain on the
participants, for example due to travel and disrupted
daily schedules.
Generally, there was a large effect between the baseline phase
and the first intervention phase. However, the experimental control between Phase A and the intervention phases was not complete as the participants started the study at the same time. A
multiple baseline design would have been necessary to rule out
confounders such as maturation and factors in the everyday environment that could have influenced the result. Factors in the
everyday environment were unlikely to be confounders as the
participants did not live in the same place or visit the same day
care centres. Neither is maturation a probable confounder considering the short time frame. Additionally, the ten-day break did
not appear to influence the result. Possible confounders that
remain are factors related to the interventionist and the setting.
Even though treatment fidelity was checked, there is a possibility
that unknown factors relating to the interventionist style or the
setting may have influenced the results.
The participants’ receptive language was not assessed and
may thus have influenced the results to some extent. Although
recent studies indicate that eye-gaze technology is a promising
way to test cognitive functions [32,33], less than half of the participants completed the test procedure in one of the studies [33].
The caregivers reported that the participants were given the
opportunity to use the eye-gaze technology more often during
the study period. While this strengthens the social validity, it is
also a potential confounder. It should also be pointed out that
social validity data was only collected through informal interviews.
Future studies should collect data more systematically, for
example through a questionnaire [38].

Conclusions
Aided language modelling (ALM), while using responsive partner
strategies and a gaze-controlled device may be used with adult
individuals with Rett syndrome to increase their rate of expressive
communication. All participants increased their expressive
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communication in at least one aspect, highlighting the need for
intervention options for adults. Furthermore, detailed observational measures revealed individual learning patterns, which may
provide clinically valuable insights. Considering the life-long need
for communication support for individuals with Rett syndrome,
and the paucity of research in the area, further communication
intervention studies are crucial for this group.
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